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SUITE
ESCAPE

Creating a master ensuite
with a timeless feel was the
brief for this project. The
homeowners also wanted a
freestanding bath to relax in.
Vanity unit, Rexa Design; tap
and bath filler, CEA Design.

Both the shower and WC are
hidden from view in a fully
tanked wet zone. Shower
enclosure, The Shower Lab;
Showerhead, CEA Design;
towel rail, Vogue UK.

With a well-planned layout, tasteful
furniture, and glamorous finishes, this
top-floor master bathroom has been
transformed into an elegant haven
Words: Yvette Murrell Photography: Gary Summers SMD

The Facts

C

limb up the four floors of this
beautiful Georgian townhouse and
you’ll arrive at a serene, light-filled
master bathroom which feels a
million miles away from busy west London.
It was in the middle of a complete house
renovation with interior design studio Day True
that the homeowners decided they wanted a
stylish dressing area and ensuite adjoining their
top-floor bedroom as a place for them to relax
in peace away from the kids. On their wishlist
were plenty of storage, a freestanding bath, and
a separate shower along with a sophisticated
look. Here, designer Hayley Robson explains
how the finished project came together...
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Who? A family
What? A total redesign of
a Georgian semi-detached
townhouse, including a new
top-floor ensuite
Where? West London
Cost? A similar bathroom
by Day True would start
from £25,000
Time? Three weeks

Did the homeowners have
a particular style in mind?
“As my team and I were working on other parts
of the house, including another bathroom,
we already had a good understanding of their
taste. Both are very stylish and have a great eye
for design, which made the process very easy.
The couple wanted a timeless and feminine
space, with enough storage to ensure it didn’t
feel cluttered. Having spotted an inspirational
image of a bathroom with a marble step in a
magazine, they had the idea of the design you
now see. This starting point helped create an
architecturally interesting space with dedicated
zones for both dressing and bathing.

How did you plan the new layout?
The initial plan placed the dressing area in
the bedroom separate from the bathroom, as
opposed to within the ensuite. However, this
way, the basin would’ve been in the wet zone
along with the bath and shower, meaning space
would be tight for both a separate freestanding
tub and a shower area – but having both was
a must for the homeowners. So we proposed a
different layout, which included the dressing
area in the ensuite rather than the bedroom.
This created a flow between all spaces, making
one cohesive master suite. We exposed the
roof’s pitch which increased the ceiling height
while a tall doorway between the spaces makes

the room feel more spacious. The WC and
shower are hidden from view, so it’s not
always necessary to close the door – plus,
leaving it open allows a clear sightline running
the full length of the house and helps keep
the entire space nice and light.
Tell us how you separated the
dressing area from the wet zone?
The most obvious definition comes in through
the flooring. In the dressing area we used oak
laid in a herringbone pattern. It’s quite narrow
at this point, so in order to achieve a greater
sense of space we added fumed glass-fronted
wardrobes, rather than opting for solid doors,

and clad the walls above the vanity with
mirrored panelling.
In contrast, the wet zone is fully tanked –
which means it is totally waterproof – and
covered in a pale Carrara marble, including
the shower tray. The step up into this area
was created to further separate the two areas
aesthetically, although the extra height also
made plumbing more straightforward by
leaving more space for the bath and shower
wastes. We put in LED strip lighting for a
floating effect and there’s underfloor heating,
too, which is a nice touch. We also built out a
stud wall for the WC’s concealed cistern, which
enabled us to create a recess in the side of

the shower and position a wall cabinet in the
void above the cistern. Originally, the shower
screen channels were going to be recessed
into the marble, but the installers who fitted
the flooring didn’t allow for this. However, I
think the visible brass designs are a much nicer
feature – it just goes to show that sometimes
hiccups can turn into great results.
How does the bathroom work
with the rest of the house?
Having an existing strong relationship with the
homeowners and working on other areas of
the property enabled us to incorporate features
we already knew they liked into this space. 
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A floor-to-ceiling
curtain running the
width of the room
softens the space’s
overall look and adds
privacy. Pouffe, for
similar, try Sweetpea
& Willow; wardrobes,
Jesse; vintage oak
flooring, for similar,
try Ted Todd; marble
flooring, for similar,
try Mandarin Stone.

Different finishes were
incorporated into the
ensuite, including oak
flooring and Carrara
marble countertops.
Pendant lights, Flos.

1

3

4
1 Jordan pendant in opal glass and
satin brass, £248.95, Mulllan Lighting.
mullanlighting.com 2 Quickstep Instenso
engineered oak wood flooring, £57.99
per sq m, Carpetright. carpetright.co.uk
3 Breeze countertop basin, £325, Waters
Baths of Ashbourne. watersbaths.co.uk
4 Round freestanding bath filler in Tiger
Bronze, around £493.91 (AUD $899) Meir.
meirblack.co.uk 5 Kensington small side
table in gold and glass, £418, Sweetpea
& Willow. sweetpeaandwillow.com

5
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There’s marble in their kitchen and the warm
oak flooring in the dressing area continues
through to the bedroom. We used the same
shade of paint on the walls, too – to link the
ensuite and bedroom – and chose matching
fabric for window dressings in both spaces.
The bedroom’s nightstands even coordinate
with the matt lacquer finish on the vanity,
further enhancing the suite’s joined-up look.
Using brass detailing in the shower
enclosure, pendant lights, and accessories
brings a luxurious touch to the space –
something we knew they were after – and
matches the overall style of their home. This
also works nicely alongside the darkness of
the fumed glass on the wardrobes and shower
screen, which helped create contrast.”

The curtains create
a backdrop to the
freestanding
bath, from
Rexa Design.

The Plans

Source Book

The layout of the ensuite was
reconfigured during the renovation
to accommodate both a dressing
area and a wet zone.
1 Wet zone Fully tanked, this area
makes the room feel more open.
2 Storage Ample space was
incorporated to prevent the
ensuite from looking cluttered.
3 Privacy Having the WC and
shower located around the corner
keeps them out of sight, even if
the door is left open.

3

1
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Bathroom design Day True 020 7788 9229,
daytrue.com
Bath Rexa Design +39 0434593182,
rexadesign.it/en
Basin and vanity unit Rexa Design, as before
Towel rail Vogue UK 01902 387000,
vogueuk.co.uk
Shower enclosure The Shower Lab
01375 390444, theshowerlab.com
Showerhead CEA Design +39 0424572309,
ceadesign.it
WC Catalano 020 8685 6815, catalano.co.uk
Wardrobes Jesse +39 0434766711, jesse.it
For full stockist information, see page 156 KBB
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